Abstract. There is no first order reduction from 3COLOR to REACH. Therefore NL = NP.
INTRODUCTION
In the list of complexity classes from page 41 of [Immerman 1999 ], L ⊂ NL ⊂ NC ⊂ P ⊂ NP ⊂ PSPACE the only separation known has been that NL = PSPACE. We separate NL from NP by the use of techniques from model theory, including categorical model theory, [Adámek and Rosický 1994; Chang and Keisler 1990; Makkai and Paré 1989] .
In particular, we show that the assumption of a first order reduction from 3COLOR to REACH leads to a contradiction. With the nonexistence of a first order reduction from 3COLOR to REACH, assume that NL = NP. This latter implies that NL-complete fo = NP-complete fo . As REACH ∈ NL-complete fo , we have a contradiction to the assumption that NL = NP.
The body of the paper concentrates solely on establishing the nonexistence of a first order reduction from 3COLOR to REACH, collecting the needed concepts and supporting facts in the several sections. The terminology for logic largely follows [Hodges 1997 ].
CATEGORIES OF MODELS
The category whose objects are models of a theory T over a vocabulary and whose arrows are the homomorphisms between the models is denoted by Mod T . Each such category is equivalent to a category of functors and natural transformations from a category C to the category Sets of sets and functions, [Adámek and Rosický 1994; Makkai and Paré 1989] . Let A be such an accessible category. The objects of A, obj(A), are then the models, or structures, of the corresponding theory T over the appropriate vocabulary. The arrows of A are natural transformations, being the homomorphisms between the models. One describes the data of a vocabulary and a theory as a sketch, [Adámek and Rosický 1994; Makkai and Paré 1989] . Briefly, a sketch S is a category with additional specification data constraining those functors F : S → Sets which lie in Mod S. The only additional specification data that we require in this paper is that in each model G of g ∓ , the sketch object 1 is interpreted as the terminal object of Sets, G(1) = 1.
The particular structures of interest in this paper are given by the following sketches:
The category g ∓ is the sketch with two sorts, A and N , with two functions between them, subject to no axioms. In a model of g ∓ , G : g ∓ → Sets, the set G(A) is said to be the arcs of the graph G, while the set G(N ) is said to be the nodes of the graph G. An arc a ∈ G(A) is said to be an arc from the node G(s)(a) to the node G(t)(a). The object 1 is constrained to be the limit of the empty diagram in all models. That is, in every model G, G(1) is a singleton set, and then G(−) and G(+) select designated nodes in the set of nodes G(N ). The category G ∓ = Mod g ∓ is the category of directed graphs with potentially multiple arcs between nodes, with two designated nodes, and with graph homomorphisms as the arrows of the category.
The category u is again a sketch with two sorts, said to be edges and vertices. The arrow e : E → E is subject to the listed axioms so that edges come in pairs between vertices. Such a pair is drawn as a single undirected edge between the vertices at each end, as in
where R denotes the representation function and the two arrows 1 → 2 and 1 ← 2 are paired under the action of e in the model. The category of models U = Mod u is the category of undirected graphs with potentially multiple edges between vertices and with graph homomorphisms as the arrows of the category.
Both of the categories of models G ∓ and U have terminal objects. The terminal objects of G ∓ and U are represented by
It is clear that the potentially multiple arcs of directed graphs in G ∓ and the potentially multiple edges of undirected graphs in U make no difference to the decision problems REACH and 3COLOR. With regard to REACH, the only difference is the possibility of multiple paths through a finite sequence of nodes witnessing the existence of a path. With regard to 3COLOR, each problem instance is entirely decided by the existence, or non-existence, of edges between vertices, not the multiplicity of edges.
Alternatively, one may use the structures over the following vocabularies, which
having only a single sort, the sort is supressed in the data,
where A and E are binary predicate symbols while − and + are constant symbols. We then have to subject E to the theory of symmetry,
It is clear that the category of structures on vocabulary V G∓ , Str V G∓ , embeds fully and faithfully into G ∓ . Similarly, Mod S embeds fully and faithfully into U.
Φ-ELEMENTARY HOMOMORPHISMS
The notion of Φ-elementary homomorphism extends the idea of an elementary embedding, [Adámek and Rosický 1994; Chang and Keisler 1990] , to depend only upon the set of first order formulas, Φ. This is the concept of F -elementary mapping considered on page 52 in [Makkai and Paré 1989] , and is the same as Φ-map in [Hodges 1997 ].
Definition 1. Let Φ be a set of first order formulas on vocabulary V . A homomorphism h : A → B of structures A, B over vocabulary V is said to be Φ-elementary if for all ϕ ∈ Φ, and each interpretation a of variables appropriate for ϕ in the structure A,
where, with a = a 1 , . . . , a n , h · a = h(a 1 ), . . . , h(a n ) .
We say that the set Φ of first order formulas is non-sentential if no formula in Φ is a sentence except possibly a sentence equivalent to the logical constant true.
Provided that the vocabulary V has no constant symbols and Φ on vocabulary V is non-sentential, there are subobjects of structure A relative to a given homomorphism h : A → B such that the composition of h with the subobject inclusion is Φ-elementary. Let Sub Φ (h : A → B) be the collection of such subobjects. Proposition 1. If vocabulary V has no constant symbols and Φ is non-sentential then Sub Φ (h : A → B) = ∅.
Proof. Assigning the empty set to every sort of the vocabulary determines the initial structure, 0 ∈ Str V . As Φ is non-sentential, each ϕ ∈ Φ has at least one free variable or is equivalent to the logical constant true. Suppose ϕ ∈ Φ has n free variables. Then, with ! : 0 → B the unique arrow from 0 to B,
holds vacuously. Similarly if ϕ ≡ true.
3COLOR
The undirected graph
is the smallest nonempty 3colored graph. A graph G is 3colorable if and only if there exists a graph homomorphism h :
The slice category of objects over ∆, U/∆, is the category of 3colored graphs. The domain functor
has an image factorization through the category 3C of 3colorable graphs,
We have that graph G ∈ U is a positive instance of 3COLOR if and only if G ∈ 3C.
Proposition 2. For all h : G → ∆ and all H ∈ U, all subobjects of G × H are in 3C.
Let n3C be the full subcategory of U determined by the negative instances for 3COLOR -those graphs which are not 3colorable. In U there are arrows from positive instances to negative instances, for example, ∆ → 1.
Proposition 3. For all B ∈ n3C and p ≥ 0, B p ∈ n3C.
Proof. For each B ∈ U and p > 0, B is a subobject of B p via the diagonal map. B 0 ∼ = 1.
Lemma 1. 3COLOR is not first order expressible.
Proof. Consider the sequence of undirected graphs,
where Z k has 2k triangles along the base as drawn, and the first and last vertices are identified, both along the top, (•), and separately along the bottom, (⋆). Each Z k is a cycle of triangles. In each Z k the coloring is either essentially constrained, or else over-constrained. If the upper left vertex is colored red then the vertex just before the elipsis, · · ·, must also be colored red, etc. The graph Z k can be 3colored if and only if 2k mod 6 = 2. Now let p = 2 r+2 to consider on the one hand the disjoint union structure Z 3p+1 + Z 3p+1 and on the other hand the structure Z 6p+2 . The first structure is not 3colorable while the second is 3colorable. These sequences for r = 1, 2, . . . then demonstrate, as an application of Hanf's Theorem, [Immerman 1999 ], that 3COLOR is not first order expressible.
Let Φ be a finite set of first order formulas and let U Φ be the category with objects the undirected graphs but as arrows, only those graph homomorphisms which are Φ-elementary. We obtain the subcategories of positive and negative instances via the pullbacks,
Separating the complexity classes NL and NP · 5 these having the same decision questions regarding the objects.
Subcategories of undirected graphs
Proposition 1 depends upon having an initial object in the category Str V , and clearly is applicable to U. By directing attention to a certain class of graphs, we will see that the needed construction can be obtained as quite a large subgraph.
The intuition is that first order logic can only express limited patterns, such as the idea that a graph is < n-connected, etc. By considering the cycle graphs, Z k , used in the proof of Lemma 1, and taking a sufficiently large power, Z p k , depending upon the set of formulas Φ, the resulting graph can only be a model for statements that a graph is ≥ n-connected, and other similar, but more complex patterns, but not that the graph is < n-connected. The graphs are chosen so that first order formula ϕ ∈ Φ cannot detect differences between Z p k × ∆ and Z p k , hence the projection
• is closed under binary products in U, (4) U
• is closed under nonempty subobjects in U, is said to be a category of ugraphs. We write 3C
• , n3C
• , to have the same meanings as before, but restricted to the category of ugraphs.
As examples, U is a category of ugraphs, the full subcategories of U, determined by all nonempty graphs, by finite graphs, by finite, nonempty graphs, and by nonempty, loopless graphs are all categories of ugraphs. It is clear that the proof of Lemma 1 holds in each of these categories of ugraphs, indeed in every category of ugraphs. Note that (4) of the definition is much stronger than is actually required for the following lemma.
Lemma 2. For each category of ugraphs, U
• , and for each non-sentential Φ, there exist G ∈ 3C
• , B ∈ n3C
Proof. For each ϕ ∈ Φ with f free variables, we shall demonstrate the universally quantified implication, for appropriate subobject i :
, where h = π Z • i, by use of the contrapositive of the implication. That is, with ψ ≡ ¬ϕ and ψ prenex withuantifiers and the quantifier-free subformula in disjunctive normal form,
We proceed by induction on the structure of ψ. We write a for h · α, to determine appropriate h via the induction.
(1) ψ is a literal. For simplicity of presentation, we use concrete indicies.
(a) (x 0 = x 1 ) and a 0 = a 1 . Any color for a 0 = a 1 suffices in α.
REACH
Let the category Rp have as objects those graphs G ∈ G ∓ with a selected path p : G(−) → G(+) and have as arrows the graph homomorphisms which preserve the selected path. As the objects of Rp are pairs, G; p: G(−) → G(+) , there is a forgetful functor Rp −→ G ∓ . This functor factorizes through its image,
and we again have the situation in which the image category, R, consists of all and only the positive instances of the problem, this time the problem REACH.
Note that for all G ∈ R and graph homomorphisms h : G → X, X ∈ R since any path witnessing G ∈ R is preserved by all homomorphisms h.
QUERIES
Definition 1.26 in [Immerman 1999 ] defines the concept of a first order query. In this paper, queries are first order without auxiliaries such as ordering, etc. Each query is given by a finite set of first order formulas. For query q we let Φ q denote the set of first order formulas defining q. Each query q is a function q : obj(C) −→ obj(D) on structures. As exemplified by the passage from U to U Φ , we may in general consider C to be a category of structures with all and only Φ q -elementary ho-momorphisms between them. As for the codomain category, D is a category of structures and all homomorphisms between them.
Since the arrows of C are Φ q -elementary, these homomorphisms are preserved by the first order query q, giving rise to homomorphisms in D. In greater detail, suppose that A and B are structures in C, h : A → B is a Φ q -elementary homomorphism of the structure A into the structure B. Then q[h] is a collection of subsets of q(B), one for each sort in the vocabulary, and is embedded in q(B) ,
and we say that the composite homomorphism, q(A)
, is the arrow q(h).
Proposition 4. A query q is functorial from a category with only Φ q -elementary homomorphisms.
In the situations of current interest, a first order query given on objects, q :
REDUCTIONS
It is easy to see that the following definition of a reduction agrees with Definition 2.11 of a many-one reduction in [Immerman 1999 ].
Definition 3. Let r be a query, r : obj(C) → obj(D), where C is a category of structures and Φ r -elementary homomorphisms and D be a category of structures with all homomorphisms. The query r is said to be a reduction from
Theorem 1. In every category of ugraphs, U • , there is no first order reduction from 3COLOR to REACH.
Proof. To the contrary, assume that such a reduction r exists. From the definition of G ∓ , we have that r is given by Φ r = {ϕ 0 , ϕ A , ψ − , ψ + } and an integer k. For graph G ∈ U
• , the reduction r(G) has nodes
is not the case that G |= ϕ 0 . As there are two constant symbols to be interpreted, from Definition 1.26 in [Immerman 1999] we conclude that G |= ϕ 0 for all G ∈ U. Thus ϕ 0 ≡ true and we may now consider the equivalent reduction, still called r, given by the data Φ r = {true, ϕ A , ψ − , ψ + } and the same integer k.
Having eliminated the possiblity that ϕ 0 is a sentence other than true, note that neither ψ − nor ψ + can be sentences, again from the definition of a first order query. As there are constant symbols to interpret, R(G)(N ) = ∅.
The reduction r(G) has arcs r(G)(A) = {( v 01 , . . . , v 0k , v 11 , . . . , v 1k ) ∈ (r(G)(N )) 2 | G |= ϕ A [v 00 , . . . , v 1k ]} so if ϕ A is a sentence, either r(G)(A) = (r(G) (N ) ) 2 , if G |= ϕ A , or else r(G)(A) = ∅ if not. Since the assumed reduction is from 3COLOR to REACH, and as ∅ for the arcs is a negative instance of REACH, while (r(G)(N )) 2 for the arcs is a nonempty complete graph and hence a positive instance of REACH, we are forced to conclude that 3COLOR is first order expressible via ϕ A . Since by hypothesis we are working in U
• in which 3COLOR is not first order expressible, we now have that Φ r is non-sentential.
Each query r with Φ r non-sentential gives rise to a functor on a domain category with arrows the Φ r -elementary homomorphisms. So our assumption now is, then, that the functor r : U • Φr , so that r(I) ∈ R, and also there is an arrow r(π B •i) : r(I) → r(B). We have previously noted that this implies r(B) ∈ R. As these implications hold for B ∈ n3C
• Φr , we obtain a contradiction to the assumption that r is a first order reduction from 3COLOR to REACH.
